Accelarated Optical Character Recognition on Graphics Processing Units
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Abstract — Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a technique by the help of which the optical characters are identified automatically by a computer. There are many methods for OCR, one of which is neural network that we use. Unfortunately, the long training and testing time of these networks is disturbing, but we healed this problem by mapping our network on graphics card by using Jacket which is the product of Accelereyes group. By so doing, we achieved the speedup of up to twelve factors. Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have parallel structure containing many cores capable of running thousands of threads in parallel. We train a multi-layer perceptron network using back propagation rule which has a degree of parallelism that is suitable for implementation on new graphics card. We examine the Persian characters that are typed on the new system of Farsi license plates to make a database of characters uses in this system and apply them as train and test data for our network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is a highly parallel computing device and its main task was first only graphics rendering. However, the GPU has gradually developed in recent years to become a more general processor, and today is used for both sophisticated graphics rendering and even scientific applications. Generally speaking, the GPU has become a powerful device for the execution of data-parallel, arithmetic intensive applications in which the same operations are carried out on many elements of data in parallel. This kind of computation is called Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and the GPU only offers speedup for the computations that are in this format. GPUs have advanced at an astonishing rate, currently capable of delivering over 1 TFLOPS of single precision performance and over 300 GFLOPS of double precision while executing up to 240 simultaneous threads in one low-cost package. As such, GPUs have gained significant popularity as powerful tools for high performance computing (HPC) achieving 2-100 times the speed of their x86 counterparts in various applications.

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a nonlinear model that is typically like a black box trained to a specific task on a large number of data samples. Slow training of neural networks has always been a great discomfort for scientists. Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is one of these structures that is too slow to be a faithful solution for some applications. However, there is a high parallelism in both the architecture of MLP network, and its algorithms. Hence, by implementing it on modern new GPUs we can get huge speedup at relatively low cost.

When the time is more than a threshold (for example an hour) this speedup is clearly admired, and that is the case in online police car license plate recognition system. Due to the heavy computation and the speed of the cars pass across the police camera, test time of the network is also important. So, we devised a new system in which we first train two separate MLP neural networks independently with characters and numbers that are used in license plate,
and then copy the weights of these two network for as many as networks that are needed so that they can be used independently for recognition of different plates simultaneously. Moreover, seven characters that are present in a Farsi license plate are recognized at once with the parallel many-core GPU structure. The changes made to the algorithm of back propagation to become suitable for a parallel architecture of GPUs will be discussed in later sections.

There are many language bindings that help the programmer, by knowing some extra extensions, easily transform his or her code written in any language to a code that is familiar for GPU and run the output code on GPU. Table I lists these bindings.

![Table I. Language Bindings](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Binded language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.NET</td>
<td>CUDA.NET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATLAB</td>
<td>Jacket, GPUmat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortran</td>
<td>FORTRAN CUDA, PGI CUDA Fortran Compiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl</td>
<td>KappaCUDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>KappaCUDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lua</td>
<td>KappaCUDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Paper Organization

In the sections that follow, we first review related work of other researchers, and then explain optical character recognition. After that, we talk about MLP and back propagation algorithm for training the neural network, and how we changed the algorithm to be appropriate for implementing on GPUs. In the next section we introduce CUDA and Jacket, and in the final section we present our experimental results and compare the speedup we get from GPU implementation of a back propagation learning algorithm against its CPU counterpart and conclude at the end.

II. RELATED WORKS

There has been a great effort to improve the algorithms of optical character recognition so that their error lessens to a degree that could be trusted and reliably recognize characters. However, a few works have been done to both make the recognition procedure faster with the help of GPUs, and at the same time make a network which has little error. Daniel and his fellow worker implemented a restricted Boltzmann machine network on GPU and tried to take advantage of parallelism in this kind of neural network to map it on GPU parallel structure. They tested their algorithm on a NVIDIA GTX280 GPU, resulting in a computational speed of 672 million connections-per-second and a speedup of 66 fold over an optimized C++ program running on a 2.93GHz Intel processor. [1]. Jang and his fellow workers implemented a multi-layer perceptron neural network on both CPU and GPU using CUDA and OpenMP. They reported that their implementation times on GPU showed about 15 times faster than implementation using CPU and about 4 times faster than implementation on only GPU without OpenMP [2]. Prabhu took advantage of GPUs for speeding SOM neural network and chose NVIDIA GeForce 6150 Go with Microsoft Research Accelerator as the high level library as the implementation platform. He mentioned that if the computation is not heavy enough or the algorithm is not parallel, the gain of speed that can be achieved is not too much so that it deserves implementation on GPU [3]. Strigl and his fellow worker presented the implementation of a framework for accelerating training and classification of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) on the GPU. They reported that depending on the network topology, training and classification on the GPU performs 2 to 24 times faster than on the CPU [4]. Bernhard and his colleague used GPUs to increase the speed of two image-segmentation algorithms using spiking neural networks and one multi-purpose spiking neural-network simulator. They reported a speed increase between 5 and 20 times faster in all the algorithms implemented [5]. Moorkanikara and his fellow worker presented the acceleration of Address Event Representation (AER) based spike processing using a GPU. Their implementation can achieve a kernel speedup of up to 35x on a single NVIDIA GTX280 board when compared to a CPU-only implementation [6]. While Suresh in “Parallel implementation of back-propagation algorithm in networks of workstations” had adoral efforts on parallelizing the back propagation algorithm on the Network of Workstations (NOWs), the fact that accessing huge parallel processing facilities is not always cheap and even possible is undeniable [14]. Casey in the “A Processor-Based OCR System” also tried to divide the OCR process to two sequential parts. In their work the first division of processes was planned to be handle by an interface and the second part by a separate processor. This separation of the OCR processes in their work can be considered as pipeline especially for sequential inputs [15]. It is worthy to mention that, however speeding up the OCR procedure is important; there are still some other important issues about OCR including the accuracy of recognition and multidimensional OCRs. There are also lots of lots of works on these two areas. As a case in point Roy et al. in “Multi-Oriented English Text Line Extraction Using Background and Foreground Information” [16] and Pal et al. in “Multioriented and curved text lines extraction from Indian documents” [17] worked on Recognizing the characters which are not in a regular form.

Obviously there is a direct relation between complexity and accuracy. In other words, more accurate algorithms usually have more complicated procedure. Such complicated procedure needs more process and as a result more process time. Ergo, here there is a tradeoff between the process time and accuracy. Based on aforementioned facts, it is pretty easy to speed up the OCR process by decreasing the accuracy. However, in this paper we are concentrating on parallelizing the OCR process and reducing the execution time without diminishing the accuracy. Note that Beg et al. in “Hybrid OCR Techniques for Cursive Script Languages - A Review and Applications” concentrates on this issue too [18].
However, their research is focusing on implementing the OCR process on the hardware. Our research avoids hardware implementation due to this fact that while hardware implementation reduces the execution time, it makes the implemented algorithm inflexible; implementing the algorithms on hardware usually makes their modification arduous, expensive and even impossible.

III. OCR

OCR is abbreviation of Optical Character Recognition and is a technique which is used for automatic recognition of letters that are in a handwritten or printed text by a computer without intervene of human and translate human-readable characters to machine-readable codes. OCR is applicable in many applications such as in automatic license plate recognition, and entrance gate control. Various methods have used for making a faithful OCR system, one of which is neural network that is very popular. Among neural networks, multi-layer perceptron is very famous and is used in most applications. Furthermore, the hidden parallelism in it makes it suitable for implementation on many-cores GPUs; hence we use it as our recognition system.

IV. MLP

Neural network is a highly interconnected structure that consists of many simple processing elements or neurons capable of performing massively parallel computations for data processing and knowledge representation [7]. MLP is a kind of neural network that has two or more layers, and there are synaptic weights in feed forward path of the network, and they are updated with back propagation method. One needs to define transfer function, network architecture, and learning law according to the type of problem to be solved [8].

V. JACKET & CUDA

CUDA is software that is developed by Nvidia group and changed the views to GPUs from solely being graphics rendering devices to be a general computing device as well. The CUDA pack that the NVIDIA group provides includes a driver, a toolkit, and a SDK. The GPU device driver is like a runtime system that works as an interconnection between the software and the device. The toolkit provides the libraries that the codes written in CUDA may link to, so that the CUDA extensions onto the C/C++ languages in our program become interpreted by the compiler and also to provide GPU enabled FFT and BLAS instruction use. FFT and BLAS libraries are two important library of the CUDA pack that facilitates use of FFT instructions and basic linear algebra subprograms and contain efficient functions that are written by experts of Nvidia group. The SDK code samples include a lot of examples that ease the process of learning the CUDA programming. For taking advantage from full capability of GPU, the data communication between CPU and GPU must diminish, because the bus bandwidth between CPU and GPU is bounded. Furthermore, the job that is given to the GPU must have high parallelism in itself so that can obtain the full horsepower of GPU architecture. Although the GPU is capable of running many threads in parallel, this execution is done with the help of kernels defined in CUDA program that work on array of large data elements. There are some limitation for these kernels, two of which- that is, allocating memory, and memory transfer, which come from the barrier on the length of kernels and the sum of local memory they use, are of great importance. Jacket minimizes these tasks transparently and yields high GPU/CPU performance for MATLAB applications with minimal effort from the user.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Back Propagation Rule

Various algorithm can be used for training MLP but the back propagation is the most efficient one [9]. Also, the reality that back propagation algorithm is capable of estimating nonlinear relations between inputs and outputs, make them so famous [10]. However, one of the most important drawbacks of back propagation algorithm is its slow and time consuming train procedure. Ergo, in this research we solve this defect by proposing a parallel back propagation algorithm which is optimized based on the architecture of GPUs. The feed forward back-propagation neural network (BPNN) always consists of at least three layers; input layer, hidden layer and output layer [11]. The neural network should first be trained by applying a large number of datasets before interpreting new information. At the first stage of training, input data is applied to the input layer of the network. Then, the output that is made from this layer is applied to the next layer as input data, and this process continues in the next layers until the outputs are computed in the neurons of the last layer. In this layer, the result of the output neurons are compared with the actual outputs and the difference is processed in the backward direction as error, and the error computation in each layer continues until it reaches the first layer. Based on these computed errors weights of the network are updated according to back propagation formula. Depending on the defined expected error, the whole explained process is repeated for all the training pairs available in the training dataset. After training is completed properly, neural network learns the samples and can detect similarities when presented a new pattern, and accordingly tell what the output pattern is.

Fig. 1 illustrates flowchart of a typical two-hidden-layer BPNN model. The activation function is softmax function.

\[
f(x) = e^{x} / \sum_{i} e^{x_i},
\]

(1)

Where the sum in the denominator is over all the neurons in the same layer, and is the same for all neurons of all layers. Fig. 1 presents the process of feed forward and back propagation with solid and dashed lines respectively. During feed forward operation each input neuron \(Y_i\) receives an input signal and sends this signal to the next layer neurons \(Z_1, ..., Z_m\) in the hidden layer. The net input to the neuron \(Z_j\) and its output are [12]

\[
z(in)_j = \sum_{i} Y_i w_{ij},
\]

(2)

\[
z(out)_j = f(z(in)_j).
\]

(3)

Where \(w_{ij}\) is new weight in the first hidden layer and \(Y_0 = 1\) is the bias term. Each neuron in the hidden...
layer computes its activation and sends its result to the output neurons. The net input to the output neuron $O_l$ and its output are

$$o(in)_j = \sum_{i=0}^{K_p} W_{ji}^l$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

$$O(out)_j = f(o(in)_j)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where $W_{ji}$ is new weight in the output layer and $K_p = 1$ is the bias term. In the next step the back propagation procedure should be executed where the errors are computed and are used for updating weights. The output of the network “o” is computed in the feed forward process that is explained above, and is compared with the target value “t” that is expected to be generated in output layer, and the error is computed. The error function that must be minimized is

$$E = .5 \times (t - o)^2.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

For output units with softmax transfer function the error is

$$\delta_p = \lambda \times o_{p} (1 - o_{p}) (t_{p} - o_{p}) \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

Where $t_{p}$ is target output for pattern p on node j and $o_{p}$ is actual output for pattern p on node j. For hidden layer units with softmax activation function the error is

$$\delta_{l}^{j} = \lambda \times o_{p}^{l} (1 - o_{p}^{l}) \sum_{k=1}^{K_{l}} o_{k}^{l} \times \eta_{l} \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

Where $\delta_{p}$ and $w_{ji}$ are the error and the weights of next layer respectively, and the sum is over the k nodes in the following layer. Finally, the equation for updating weights is

$$w_{ji}^{l}(t+1) = w_{ji}^{l}(t) + \eta \delta_{p} \delta^{l-1}_{ji}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

Where $w_{ji}^{l}(t)$ represents the weights from node i to node j at time t in the layer l, $\eta$ is a gain constant, and $\delta_{p}$ is an error term for pattern p on node j in the layer l, and $\delta^{l-1}_{ji}$ is the output of the neuron in previous layer for pattern p.

Due to the robustness of back propagation algorithm against noise, we can simply use single precision floating point instead of double precision floating point. By so doing, we can take advantage of the 1 TLOPS of single precision performance of GPUs instead of 300 GFLOPS of double precision one, and we can reach to greater speeds of execution. Furthermore, we are sure that by correctly and meticulously adjusting the back propagation parameters, the network will converge to the global minimum of the energy surface.

Both feed forward and back propagation contain matrix-matrix multiplication $W \times X$ where W and X can be written as below:

$$W = \begin{bmatrix} w_{10} & w_{11} & \cdots & w_{1e} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ w_{m0} & w_{m1} & \cdots & w_{me} \end{bmatrix} \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} x_{10} & x_{12} & \cdots & x_{1p} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{e0} & x_{e1} & \cdots & x_{ep} \end{bmatrix}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where W is the weight matrix and X is input data in feed forward (Y) and error in back propagation (ıδ), and n,m,p are the number of neurons in the first layer, the number of neurons in the hidden layer, the number of patterns in training dataset, respectively.

One kind of variations of back propagation technique is batch update that has an effect on convergence speed and is to only update the weights after many pairs of inputs and their desired outputs are presented to the network, rather than after every presentation [9]. We use the batch update rather than pattern update in back propagation so that we can utilize the maximum capacity of GPU and do updates in parallel. We apply the changes after the complete set of training pairs are presented to the network, and the result of whole matrix-matrix multiplication is computed in only some cycles of GPU. This multiplication takes many cycles of GPU, because it has only up to 4 cores and this computation should be done serially while GPU has at least 10 times more core than CPU and can do all computation in parallel.

B. Designed Neural Network

It has been proven that any function can be approximated with the help of solely a three layer feed forward multi-layer perceptron which is trained with the back propagation algorithm [13]. It is obvious that the greater the number of layers become, the more parameters the network should learn, and the more complicated the learning process becomes. Furthermore, the more the number of parameters are, the more samples are needed for training the network, and consequently the network is not capable of generalization and tries to memorize the samples which is not acceptable for us. On the other hand, if we design the network with few layers and few neurons in each layer, the network’s ability for generalization lessens and cannot approximate complex functions. Besides, a network with few layers or few neurons in each layer put a great burden on the existing neurons, and learning procedure becomes complex and time consuming. Moreover, owing to the great number of pixels in the pictures that makes the input data, the number of neurons in the first layer is correspondingly great (e.g. 3600). If inadequate number of hidden layer neurons is chosen, the network will not be able to learn data samples and consequently we take wrong answers in test stage. Hence, we choose a three layer BPPN with at least 200 neurons in hidden layer to implement our algorithm.

We use the network architecture depicted in Fig. 1 which is consisted of as many neurons equal to the number of input picture pixels, 200 to 2000 nodes in the hidden layer, and as many neurons equal to the number of classes in the output layer. The inputs to the network are the binary value of pixels made the input picture. Learning is achieved through back propagation with momentum equal to 0.9. The initial learning rate is 0.1. Either a mean square error rate of less than 0.001 or maximum number of 1000 iterations is used as a terminating condition.

C. Details of Implementation

D. Initial Weights

Choosing the initial weights has a great effect on the speed of convergence. Moreover, in some cases, choosing in appropriate initial weights can prevent the
algorithm to achieve the global minimum. Choosing a very big initial guesses saturates the activation function. This will reduce the derivative, so correction of weights will be very slow. Choosing the weights in \([-0.5, +0.5]\) and \([-1, 1]\) domain is suitable. Based on our experimental results, we figure out that the best domain for initial weights is the first domain.

II) Data Forms

The convergence and at least convergence rate is related to data forms. Choosing inappropriate data form not only diminishes the convergence speed, but also can even prevent the problem from being converged. Input data can be either continuous or discrete. However, the convergence rate for discrete data is faster. Likewise, bipolar data and activation functions are preferred rather than binary data and activation functions. Because obviously in binary form, an inactive unit will not play any rule in learning process. By considering all of the aforementioned facts and based on our experiments, we decided to choose the bipolar form with discretized data.

III) Number of Hidden Layers

While increasing the number of internal hidden layers may diminish the number of local minimums and the chance of wrong classification, this augment the computation time. Here there is a tradeoff between the accuracy and precision which must be considered carefully. There is no generalized and well-defined solution for this problem. In some cases the number of hidden layers is equal to the number of train samples and in some other cases this number will be calculated by an exponential relation to the number of inputs. In this research we obtained this number by using trial and error method by testing different combination and choosing the most suitable one.

IV) Momentum

In updating, large factor of weights will result in network to swing and small factor of weights will slow the convergence rate. To solve this problem we used momentum in updating the weights. By doing so, the steps will be bigger. As a result jumping over weights will be more possible which increase the convergence speed.

It is worthy to mention that in this work we are concentrating on parallelizing and speeding up neural network based OCR. In another word, since this work is related to the speeding up the training and testing phases of multi layer perceptron and not to the recognition accuracy, the network design based on the details provided in the paper does not guarantee to overcome the over fitting problem.

E. Computational Hinders

We faced three main problems in the process of back propagation computing which are: NaN (Not a Number) messages from the compiler, subnormal, and saturation. These obstacles are not dedicated to GPU, and sometimes we encounter such problems in CPU computing, but we almost see it in GPU rather than CPU. These unwanted mistakes appear when we make a big neural network with excessive layers which contain many neurons in the input, hidden and, output layers. In normal applications which a big network is not needed to solve the problem, these messages is not seen. As we add the cumulative size in back propagation algorithm, a huge summation must be undertaken, and hence floating point overflows, and for this reason we may see NaN for the weights value when debugging our code. As soon as such a NaN produces, it cooperates in the next multiplications and its value will distribute among other weights, making the test result wrong. Lessening the learning rate helps to solve the problem to some extent, but it slows the learning process. To overcome this problem, we changed the softmax function and made it compatible with GPU by dividing both its nominator and denominator into \(\exp(x_{\text{max}})\); \(x_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum of inputs to each layer. By doing so, the new equation of softmax function will be obtained which is shown in (12).

\[
f(x_i) = \frac{\exp(x_i - x_{\text{max}})}{\sum_i \exp(x_i - x_{\text{max}})}
\]

Obviously in (12) the inputs are smaller ergo it is less possible to face an overflow. Second problem caused with miniature values, lead the CPU to label them as subnormals, and the process on these subnormals is very slow. Defining lower cutoff threshold may heal this problem. Next disturbance is the saturation of neurons in the back propagation process that stops any further leaning of this neuron and the weights connected to it are not updated. This phenomenon take place when the value of the neuron output \(\sigma_p\) nears to one, and the production \(\sigma'_p(1-\sigma_p)\) in (7) will produce zero, leading \(\delta'_p\) become zero and consequently no more update will occur in (8).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since there is not a standard database for Farsi characters that are used in Persian license plates, we made a simple handmade database. Our database has 25 classes which is consisted of 9 classes of digits and 16 classes of characters where each class contains 5 samples with different view of camera or illumination. Table II depicts instances of these classes.

We test this algorithm for recognition of number plate of cars in Iran. There are 8 different characters on the number plate of cars in Iran. When our system receive an image of a number plate, the recognition of all units will be start simultaneously. Moreover, not only the recognition of all 8 characters for each number plate is parallel but also, the proposed system is able to investigate several number plates at the same time. Ergo, it makes monitoring of large number of cars at the same time possible.
We copied the achieved weights of neural network in 8 different place of memory. Now, 8 neural networks will work simultaneously and each network is responsible for detecting one of the 8 characters. That we trained two different networks. One network is for recognition of letters and another network for recognition of characters. This will separate the process of number recognition and letter recognition, so both number and letter recognition process will be easier, faster and more accurate.

We tested the whole network on four platforms, two of which are laptops and the others are PCs. The result of running our network on the mentioned platforms shows speedup of training and testing procedure of multiple back propagation algorithm only when the number of neurons is greater than a threshold. The configuration of the platforms, the speedup range, and the accuracy of the network in detecting new inputs is presented in Table III. The speedup and the accuracy changes according to the number of neurons in the hidden layer and the value of back propagation parameters. The accuracy is the maximum accuracy that we reached when changing the network parameters.

TABLE II. CHARACTERS IN DIFFERENT CLASS OF DATABASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class1</th>
<th>Class2</th>
<th>Class3</th>
<th>Class4</th>
<th>Class5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ع</td>
<td>ت</td>
<td>ب</td>
<td>د</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
<td>ه</td>
<td>ع</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
<td>ل</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ل</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
<td>م</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. CONCLUSION

Training and testing of neural networks is a time consuming process especially when the volume of data to be processed is great, and that is the case in the system of police car license plate recognition. We implemented a fast system of optical character recognition of Farsi license plate characters using graphics card that are available on most PCs. We took advantage of Jacket’s software for graphical card that are available on most PCs. We took advantage of AccelerEyes Jacket software for implementing our system on GPU. With the use of this Jacket the matlab programmer, with knowing some extensions that Jacket adds to matlab, simply writes his program in a user friendly environment of matlab mfile and run it on GPU. So, we easily used the graphics unit interface of matlab for construction of our model and simply run our tests many times on both CPU and GPU. We test our system on 4 computers with different configurations and get the speedup of between 2 and astoundingly 12 factors.
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### TABLE III. PLATFORMS CONFIGURATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>CPU processor</th>
<th>RAM of CPU</th>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>GPU model (GB)</th>
<th>Number of streaming processors</th>
<th>Train speedup range</th>
<th>% accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 Dual Core 2.61 GHZ</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>Windows XP 32-bit</td>
<td>NVIDIA GeForce 8400 GS</td>
<td>256 MB</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1 to 1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 Q 720 @ 1.6GHz</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>Windows 7 64-bit</td>
<td>NVIDIA GeForce GT 320M</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.5 to 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 Q 720 @ 1.6GHz</td>
<td>6 GB</td>
<td>Windows 7 64-bit</td>
<td>NVIDIA GeForce GT 330M</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.6 to 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 Zeon Quad Core 2.4 GHZ</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
<td>Windows 7 64-bit</td>
<td>NVIDIA TESLA C 1060</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.8 to 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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